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Since very little rock art re arch 	 ty 	acceptable 

to the professional archaeologist ..ad bees. 	ia Jtah, our 

main and formost concern is to gather the types of information 

acceptable as sound data telf 	professional, assimilate it and 

then present it 	both 	 lic and professional communities 

here in tah. This needs 	be done in such a way as to be 

convict 	enough to earn ek art the status of being 

crediL 	eirce of information. Concrete evidence needs t 

formu 	 define and link rock art to specific probleee 

culture 	This will help us help define what is, or is not 

Barrier Canyon, Basketmaker, or Fremont. The diversity of 
has occurred within each of these different distinctive 

stylistic groups, needs to be delineated. This is probabi 

indomitable task because of the situation which exists ama 

the professionals themselves in being unable to agree as t:4 
just what is or is not Fremont (Madsen,1979:711,739). 

Before we can present information acceptable to the 

scientific community we, ourselves must establish a history of 
responsible research, so that our findings have a credible 

character. In other words we can not be known for using rock 

art in a manner that is "unacceptable" to the professional 

community or m 	the kinds of claims that are not 

substantiatatle with the use of rock art. 	ere are seve 

Rock Art Reeserchers (nearly ell without 	essional training 

or backgrca 	archae- 	A theory an..` 	actice) that take 

rock art 	 -sat is unprovable pate that kind 

of evidence. 

It has been the policy of the Utah Rock Art Research 

Association (URARPe to encourage any and all research 

hopes that no matter what the results are, some contri 
will be made and the quality of the work will stand on 

	xvon 
merits. What ever the results, through peer counsel , 

assistance and review, the author will grow and the war 

improved. 

There have been a few problems wi th that policy. The main 
problem is that the general public takes some statemei 
individuals with questionable attitudes or practices as 
authorities on rock art, aeal. that since we encourage all 
research, that leads the peefessional and public to believe 
that the U.R.Va...A. condones their methods or concurs with 
their conclusieee, Since neither is nor should be the case, we 
do not accept any methods or conclusions not found to be based 
on sound scientific procedures and principles. We also 
acknowledge that many contributions have been made 
avocationalists, or researchers lacking in some pro 
attitudes or practices. On the other hand, some 	 Lions 
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need some reassessment, while the works of others contribute 
very little except perhaps new sites. We hope that the 
U.R.A.R.A. and those who are associated with it or influenced 
by it will beeeee a source of stability from which a 
professional ee•elastic influence may be felt. 

V_ 	 t if any work is to have value, the process in 
r achin 	 conclusions must be duplicatable by others, who 

ete the 	 . esources must come up with the same results, not 

other posee ties to be argued. One must stay within the 
confines 	 evidence. In other words if we follow the same 
trail tee e e- es complete a source of information we will reach 

the sae 
	

lesion if it is sound, and he uses as complete a 

set of 
	

s. In areas where there is a lack of proof, one 
can onl 
	

tatements that can be substantiated, or label it 

specula . 
	

ecause exceptions will always-be found, 

statueee 
	

teeld never 	 as exclusives, such as " the 

Barri. 	'le only occure 	"ntings" or "occurs only in the 
San P 
	

area". 

The program that we propose, feUows four major areas , 
Record, Organize, Publish and Presents To obtain the goal of 

acceptability, we need to record, gather and archive sufficient 
information to provide the data base to work with that shows 
sufficient consistencies in repetition and some degree of 
predictability in order to help solve problems. To do this we 
need to L)rganize ane analyze the data into as complete a set of 
cateeeree. cT- elements and motifs with distribution and 
occurteee ,  ieformation as possible. These lists will be as - 

accurete 
aboriginal 

level of cc 

complete as possible an expression of what the 
in Utah was doing with eeck art an any 

ee information that is distilled from these 
analyses neee. 
published so 

the professiona 

address specific 
pertinent questions. 

aresented at U.R.A.R.A. symposia and 

-an be readily available to the public and 

Each of these blocks of data will 

of concern and answer or help answer 

To present this informatice 

need to be submitted to as many 

ThiT. information will also need 
eeeeene basis and i n such mee 

ogical Conferences. The 

the professional it will 

( - heir journals as possible. 
presented to them on a 
as UPAC and Great Basin 

ee commitment to accomplish 
thie ins many years, but once that is done we have no doubt that 

along with the efforts of A.R.A.R.A. and oteers we will 
convince the majority of the professionals eat rock art does 
have value. If we do r job well there will only be a few 
hard core skeptics left. 
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individuals to explore the possibili 	 f enhancin 

exposure of the value of rock art o t 
	

public. 

We need to come to a consensus on the probable and 
alternative stylistic distinctions between various cultures. 
We need to define regional and temporal expressions of each 
stylistic group. At this time we have not got enough 
information to even make definitive statemersts on subs 
areas of cross-cultural exchange 

A LIST OF PROBLEMS AND GOALS 

1. To helr irofessionals accept rock art as a valid and 

viable contribt 

2. To recordand archive suf. 

provide the data base to work wi th 1  that 	 ate I f i ci ere. 

consi stency. 

3. To organize information 
categories of elementand motif li 
charts and style profiles. 

4. To publish this information in 
specific areas and needs to help answer" 

set 
utiow 

at will 	tress 
nt quest] 	s . 

uti on 5. Determine the potential 

6. is d 
uses. 	 tify ane define 

t=16 essioas of archai n. prenistor 

7. Determine potential subst 

preferred types of expressions no 
styles. 

es as 	!rcentages of 
commc y shared with parent 

S. De 	 as of crossei 	 on 

similarities areas of corresouni 	 d 
	

Ls for 

both styles an aubstyles. 
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